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Complex software systems need to be dynamically recon-

figured due to run-time variabilities, such as environmental

conditions, workload fluctuation and resources availability.

To analyze these autonomous systems it is necessary to put

in place methodologies suitable to deal with the diversity

of runtime changes during the system evolution. This paper

proposes a methodology for modeling the variability and the

associated Quality-of-Service (QoS) characteristics of recon-

figurable software systems. As a case study, we present the

development of a navigation system for autonomous robots

that perform logistics tasks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Autonomous robots are versatile machines that are increas-

ingly used in a number of industry fields, e.g., warehouse

logistics, agriculture, civil protection. However, in order to

deploy them in a variety of different environments, their

control systems must be flexible enough to easily accommo-

date volatile requirements and varying runtime conditions. For

robotic systems and more in general for cyber-physical sys-

tems, one of the most important challenges is to guarantee the

correctness of the system behaviour while fulfilling Quality-

of-Service (QoS) requirements, which includes dependability

attributes such as performance, reliability, safety [1].

The analysis of dependability concerns in autonomous soft-

ware systems subject to runtime changes is challenging for two

main reasons: (i) the set of possible configurations depends on

several variability dimensions (e.g., the robot equipment, the

presence of obstacles in the operational environment), hence

the possible number of choices may lead to a combinatorial ex-

plosion; (ii) the reconfiguration needs to be performed during

the system execution (e.g., the robot navigation algorithms,

the obstacle avoidance strategies), hence the dependability

characteristics of possible adaptation alternatives may need to

be evaluated at design time to enable an adequate reconfigu-

ration at runtime. To handle these issues, this paper proposes

a method for the development of QoS-aware robot control

systems. While the method is valid for QoS properties in

general, this paper exemplifies it with a case study related to

safety in autonomous navigation. The method builds on three

main pillars:

(1) The explicit representation (as human comprehensible

and machine processable models) of the system runtime

variabilities related to different robotic concerns, i.e.,

the variability in the operational environment, in the

system resources, and in the tasks to be accomplished.

This allows the system engineer and the autonomous

control system itself to reason about alternative system

configurations in a context-dependent manner;

(2) The explicit representation in the development models of

the non-functional properties of all possible variants (e.g.,

the execution time of an obstacle avoidance algorithm)

and their relationship to system QoS (e.g., navigation

safety). This allows the specification of metrics quan-

tifying and comparing alternative system configurations

that ensure the most adequate robot behaviour in all

operational contexts;

(3) The exploitation of standard modeling and analysis lan-

guages (i.e., UML MARTE [2] and Queuing Networks

(QN) [3]) which promote the interoperability of existing

techniques to support the QoS-aware reconfiguration of

systems. This allows to tune and adapt the inner parame-

ters of robotic systems (e.g., the navigation speed) when

runtime context conditions change while guaranteeing

their continuous functionality.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section

II describes the most relevant related work. In Section III

we describe the steps of our approach to model runtime

scenarios for robotics systems: dynamic variability is exploited

to generate the robot’s navigation control system configuration

options. In Section IV we illustrate a case study of robot

navigation control system for warehouse logistics and its QoS

evaluation. Section V provides the implementation details of

the robotic system under analysis. Finally, Section VI draws

the conclusions and provides future research directions.
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II. RELATED WORK

The reconfiguration of software systems at runtime is

challenging and different approaches have been proposed in

literature to achieve the required adaptations, ranging from

autonomous systems to those that require some kind of human

intervention. In [4] authors present a framework for developing

Software Agents that are able to dynamically respond to

situations that are not envisioned by designers when the

application is constructed (e.g., availability of information

sources, changes in information format, changes in perfor-

mance requirements, runtime exception conditions, etc.).

The self-adaptive community has extensively used the

MAPE-K loop as the central mechanism to analyze, plan

and trigger the adaptations required by a system, such as

those cited in the following research roadmap [5]. Some

self-adaptive systems rely on high uncertainty and variability

[6], where quality properties such as reliability and perfor-

mance must be satisfied at runtime. In literature, self-adaptive

challenges for robotics are discussed in [7] where authors

highlight the need of advanced methodologies to guarantee

flexibility and responsiveness in robotic systems. In [8] authors

propose Active FORmal Models for Self-adaptation to provide

guarantees of correctness of the adaptation behaviour and

apply such models to a robotic system.

In [9] the authors propose a model-driven approach that

enables the safe, automatic, and transparent adaptation of the

QoS attributes in DDS-based middleware, providing the best

performance within the available resources at run-time. An

example in robotics is presented to demonstrate the feasibility

and the benefits of the approach. In [10] the authors present

a model-based approach for run-time adaptation of robotic

systems. It defines a set of orthogonal models that represent

the system architecture, its variability, the state of the context

and a set of algorithms that exploit these models to resolve

the run-time variability and to adapt the system architecture.

In [11] the authors introduce a Domain Specific Language

(DSL) to express runtime variability focusing on the quality

of the robot (i.e., safety and task efficiency) under changing

situations and limited resources.

Our approach differs from these methods since we integrate

QoS analysis results in the development of robotic systems,

so runtime adaptations are pre-evaluated at design time.

Many software systems, such as web servers and databases,

provide configuration options for stakeholders to tailor the

systems’ functional behaviour and non-functional properties

(e.g., performance, reliability, energy consumption). Configu-

ration options relevant to stakeholders are called features, and

a selection of multiple features leads to a system variant [12].

The Feature Models formalism [13] has been proposed to rep-

resent symbolically the functionalities provided by a software

system and allows specifying constraints among the features

that can be selected. Runtime adaptation approaches have

been integrated with feature models [14], hence many systems

can be engineered with runtime variability mechanisms. A

summary of recent trends in dynamic variability and Dynamic

Software Product Lines can be found in [15]. Some approaches

combine a runtime manager with context properties to handle

the diversity of evolution scenarios driven by context changes.

Other approaches enable the modification of the structural

variability at runtime (e.g., adding a new system feature),

whereas other approaches support multiple bindings at post-

deployment time. Recently, in our previous work [16] runtime

variability triggers the modification of robot’s features (e.g.,

replace the navigation strategies), hence a subpart of a feature

model can be dynamically replaced and the software is updated

accordingly. In this paper we move a step forward since we

make use of QoS models (i.e., Queueing Networks [3]) to

derive dependability properties (i.e., the system response time),

and support the system reconfigurations, thus to make robotic

systems aware of QoS characteristic changes and to adapt their

behaviour accordingly.

For this purpose, OMG has developed the Modeling and

Analysis of Real-Time Embedded Systems (MARTE) profile

[2], which focuses on performance and schedulability analysis

and provides stereotypes for annotating architectural models

and map them into corresponding performance analysis con-

cepts. A robotic example using MARTE for schedulability and

performance analysis can be found in [17]. In our previous

work [18] an example to illustrate variability modeling applied

to the robotics domain is provided. In this paper, instead,

we make use of QNs derived from UML MARTE models

to further elaborate the QoS analysis.

In [19] we discussed the importance of using QoS-related

data derived at design-time as support for runtime recon-

figurations. A systematic review of current QoS-based ap-

proaches using model-driven development can be found in

[20], where model transformation approaches for the genera-

tion of analysis-oriented models (such as Queuing Networks)

starting from UML models are described. Other approaches

recently emerged to enable QoS-based adaptation while deal-

ing with runtime variabilities (e.g., [21]).

III. OVERVIEW

In this section we describe the operational steps of the

proposed method for the development of QoS-aware robot

control systems, as illustrated in Figure 1:

1) identify the robot’s functional and QoS requirements;

2) define a set of runtime scenarios that require adaptation;

3) model runtime scenarios and annotate them with QoS-

related information. Configuration files can be generated

from these models to specify the deployment;

4) identify context features that affect dynamic reconfigura-

tions, describe them in a variability model and annotate

their QoS-related information;

5) starting from the annotated design and the variability

models, quality models are derived (e.g., with the Prima-

UML methodology [22]);

6) in this step we evaluate the quality models and we use

the results to enable a QoS-aware reconfiguration;

7) a valid configuration is reported, which triggers the acti-

vation/deactivation of software and hardware resources.
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Fig. 1. Model-based QoS evaluation of reconfigurable autonomous systems.

A system architect is in charge of steps 1-2, which are

manually performed and based on the customer’s needs, and of

steps 3-4, carried out using software modeling and variability

tools (e.g., Eclipse Papyrus1). The following adaptation scenar-

ios are considered: (1) activate/deactivate system’s functionali-

ties on the basis of context features and the constraints defined

in the variability model; (2) switch between different alterna-

tives, i.e., due to a context change the robot can select between

multiple configurations (e.g., different navigation algorithms).

As concerns Step 3, in this paper we focus on performance

properties of robot systems, in particular we use UML and

its standard profile (i.e., MARTE) to add performance an-

notations. In Step 4 our method embeds context knowledge

coming from the environment and explicitly models the al-

lowed dynamic reconfigurations, along with the QoS-related

information. In Step 5 we use the Prima-UML methodology

that, starting from the annotated UML MARTE models derived

in step 4, generates QN models. Specifically, we obtain: (i) a

set of queueing centers representing the hardware resources

of the system; (ii) a set of delay centers representing the

network communication delays; (iii) classes of jobs denoting

the invoked software services that are associated to queueing

centers (i.e., the hardware resources used to accomplish the

required operations of a certain service). The Prima-UML

methodology is meant to extract performance relevant data

from MARTE annotations and to embed it in the QN model,

e.g., the execution times related to operations in a Sequence

Diagram are used as service rate of queueing centers. Further

details on the Prima-UML methodology are reported in [22].

The performance analysis in Step 6 is executed using JMT

[23], i.e., a tool that supports the evaluation of QN models.

The results of the analysis are used in Step 7 and a valid

configuration is built by selecting a subset of the architec-

tural elements from the original models. A new deployment

information is produced to trigger the system redeployment

and enable a QoS-aware reconfiguration. Summarizing, our

method consists of evaluating at design time the adaptation

alternatives through a quality model and the results are used

at runtime to enable an adequate reconfiguration.

1https://eclipse.org/papyrus/

IV. ROBOT NAVIGATION CONTROL SYSTEM

In the following we illustrate the application of our approach

(see Figure 1) in an autonomous warehouse logistics robot that

must navigate safely in a dynamic environment.

A. Step 1: requirements definition

Modern warehouse logistics employ autonomous mobile

robots to move parts and objects in a warehouse. In this

context, a relevant QoS requirement is the robot safety, i.e.,

its ability to avoid obstacles that can suddenly appear along

its path at a given minimum distance. For safe navigation, the

minimum obstacle distance should be greater than the sum

of the blind distance, the reaction distance and the breaking
distance. The blind distance is the distance traveled by the

rover between two consequent sensory measurements. The

reaction distance is the distance traveled while the software

system is computing the control action, i.e., during the latency

between receiving an input from the sensors and producing an

output to the actuators (namely the system response time).

The breaking distance is the distance traveled by the rover

during the deceleration phase. These three parameters clearly

depend on the rover speed and on the hardware and software

configuration of the robot navigation system, specifically the

characteristics of the hardware devices (i.e., rover accelera-

tion and sensor scan rate), and the software (i.e., the worst

case execution time -wcet- of the navigation algorithms). For

example, let’s consider the following scenario: the minimum
obstacle distance is equal to 2 m, the laser scan rate is equal to

20 Hz, the rover maximum deceleration is equal to 0.2 m/s2,

and the control system response time is equal to 2 seconds.

Hence, to guarantee the robot safety requirement, the rover

speed should be lower than 0.45 m/s.

When the robot detects context changes in the operational

environment, it reconfigures its control system accordingly

(e.g., scarce illumination in the environment triggers the acti-

vation of different sensors). Therefore, in order to guarantee

the safe navigation requirement, the robot must be able to

estimate and adjust its maximum speed when such system

reconfigurations occur. This means that the robot needs to be

aware of the variety of runtime scenarios that might occur

during its task execution.

B. Step 2: adaptation scenarios

As robotic devices are subject to failures and their perfor-

mance is highly dependent on the environmental conditions,

the robot should be able to carry on the same task (e.g.,

obstacle avoidance) using different resources (e.g., sensors).

Let us define, as an example, two different autonomous

logistic tasks in a hospital environment that demand at runtime

for context-dependent system reconfiguration.

Task 1- urgent delivery: the robot transports medical items

from the drugstore that should be delivered before a specific

deadline to the emergency room. The path is marked with

visual landmarks on the floor. Only medical staff is allowed

to follow the same path. The robot uses a monocular camera

to detect visual landmarks and obstacles. This localization
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Fig. 2. The UML MARTE models of the Robot Navigation Control System: (left) the component diagram annotated with the High-Level Application
Modeling stereotype; (right) the sequence diagram annotated with the Schedulability Analysis Modeling stereotype.

method is fast and accurate. It can use a fast obstacle avoidance

method since the environment is mostly static.

Context change- scarse illumination: during the execution

of task urgent delivery, the illumination becomes suddenly

inadequate for detecting visual markers. In this case, the robot

exploits the laser scan for map-based localization and obstacle

detection, but it also reduces the speed due to the increased

computational cost of the corresponding algorithms.

Task 2- regular delivery: the robot transports bedding and

linens that should be delivered to patients on demand. The

hospital wards are usually very crowded. The robot uses a

stereo camera for map-localization and complex algorithms

for motion planning among moving obstacles.

Context change- empty wards: during the execution of task

regular delivery, the hospital wards become less crowded.

In this case, the robot exploits faster obstacle avoidance

algorithms since the environment is less dynamic.

At deployment time, these two tasks lead to different robot

configurations, for which the maximum robot speed can be

adequately calculated. At runtime, changes in the operational

context trigger the system reconfiguration, and the robot

needs to evaluate the QoS properties of the new feasible

configurations of the control system (i.e., sensor devices and

algorithms), as explained in Section IV-F.

The robot should thus be able to evaluate the QoS of each

alternative configurations. As described in the next section, this

requires appropriate modeling of QoS informations related to

its software and harware resources.

C. Step 3: system modelling

Figure 2 illustrates the UML MARTE models we produced

for the robot navigation system.

The component diagram (at the top of Figure 2) captures

the structural characteristics of the control system in terms of

components and connectors and allocates functional compo-

nents to processing units (i.e., the RtUnit MARTE stereotype)

and to shared resources (i.e., the PpUnit MARTE stereotype).

The RoverDriver component reads the wheel encoders to

estimate their current speed and generates commands to the

wheel motors in order to regulate the robot velocity according

to the desired velocity received on the input port. The De-
tection Sensor and the Localization Sensor are software com-

ponents that interface the hardware device and publish sen-

sor measures periodically. The TrajectoryPlanning component

uses a map of the robot environment to generate an obstacle-

free trajectory from the robot current pose to the target pose.

The Position Tracker component uses the measures provided

by the Localization Sensor to estimate the robot pose with

respect to a map of the environment or to visual landmarks.

The Navigation component manages two concurrent activities.

The VelocityGenerator activity generates velocity commands

for the rover using two alternative algorithms for trajectory

following and for obstacle avoidance. The ObstacleDetetion
activity processes sensory measures provided by the Detection
Sensor, updates a local map of the robot surroundings, and

notifies the VelocityGenerator that the robot should stop or

should avoid an obstacle.

The sequence diagram (at the bottom of Figure 2) captures

the behavioural characteristics of the control system in terms

of activities and interactions. In particular, it specifies the wcet
of each activity (i.e., the saStep MARTE stereotype) as an

interval representing the wcet of each possible implementation

of the corresponding functionality. This information is used to

derive QoS analysis models, as described in Step 5.

Each element of the architectural diagram represents a

placeholder of a family of possible implementations for the

system functionalities. For example, two variants of the Obsta-
cleDetection component implement an appearance-based and

a distance-based obstacle detection method.

Clearly, at deployment time only one version of each

component is instantiated, the other versions can be activated

at runtime by replacing the initial component instance during

system reconfiguration, as described in Step 7. As described

in the next section, this requires appropriate modeling of the

dependencies among the variants of the robots hardware and

software resources.

D. Step 4: dynamic reconfigurations

Figure 3 shows the Feature Diagram representing the vari-

ability model of the robot’s navigation functionalities. Context

features labeled with ”D” represent those features that may

change dynamically during runtime reconfigurations. In some

case these dynamic features are a leave in the feature model

(e.g., kinect depth sensor) while in other case represent an
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entire sub-branch (e.g., localization). As context changes drive

the modification of the robot’s behaviour, a feature is activated

or replaced by another. Some of the variations we identified

in our case study are discussed in the following.

Obstacle avoidance algorithms provide different trade-

offs between completeness and performance. The Smooth

Nearness-Diagram (SND) algorithm [24] would be the best

choice in narrow environments while the Dynamic Window

Approach (DWA) algorithm [25] could be recommended for

environments with wider passages [26].

Obstacle detection algorithms are grouped in two categories

that refer to the type of sensor data, namely appearance-based

(i.e. based on camera images) and distance-based (i.e. based

on 2D or 3D point clouds).

Localization algorithms are specific for the type of represen-

tation of the environment. For example, the Adaptive Monte-

Carlo Localization (AMCL) algorithm [27] uses a 2D map

that represents the geometric shape of the environment (e.g. a

floor plan), while the Augmented Reality toolkit (ARToolkit)

[28] can be used to localize the robot with regards to visual

markers placed on the floor or on the walls.

The Feature Diagram additionally includes the QoS-related

information [29], i.e., the software and hardware characteris-

tics of the robot’s navigation. For example, in Figure 3 we

can notice that the DWA obstacle avoidance algorithm shows

a wcet of 150 ms.

The navigation system of the robot exploits two types of

equipment resources: the rover and the sensors.

The alternative features Youbot and Pioneer indicate two

types of rover with different kinematics models, namely omni-

directional and differential drive respectively. The relevant

QoS-related information is the maximum speed which depend

on the rover mechanics.

The robot can be equipped with three different types of

sensor, which are not mutually exclusive, namely the Hokuyo
laser, the Kinect Depth Sensor and the Bumblebee Stereo
Camera. Their relevant parameters are the scan rate and the

maximum measurable distance. The laser scanner is highly

precise but does not detect transparent surfaces. The mea-

surements of the Kinect depth sensor degrades under high

illumination (e.g. sunlight), while the stereo camera is not

usable under low illumination.

E. Step 5: quality models

Starting from the design models, we are able to derive QN

performance models by following the Prima-UML method-

ology. The performance model is analyzed to obtain the

performance indices of interest such as system response time.

Figure 4 illustrates the QN model derived for our robot

navigation system. The delay node RoboticSystem is the ref-

erence node for triggering the navigation functionalities. The

fork element models the concurrent activation of the two robot

sensors: (i) the detectionSensor aims to detect obstacles in

the path, whereas (ii) the localizationSensor aims to localize

the robot and continuously update its position. For detecting

obstacles, it is necessary to consider the delay for activating

the obstacleDetection algorithm. In presence of obstacles, then

the obstacleAvoidance algorithm is activated to determine the

new path that allows the robot to not collide with external

obstructions. In absence of obstacles, then trajectoryFollowing
algorithm is activated to decide the next directions that allow

the robot to follow its trajectory. Both these two algorithms

take as input the current localization of the robot since it is

used to provide as output proper commands to the roverDriver
that actually performs the navigation.

Table I reports the average service demands (expressed in

ms) for the queueing centers that have been represented in

our QN model for the navigation system under analysis. This

values are extracted from the variability model depicted in

Figure 3. We remark that there are some nodes for which we

have a certain variability, i.e., the demand is expressed with

multiple values.

Node D(NavigationSystem) [ms]

∗Sensor {2.5, 8.33, 6.25}
obstacleDetection {100, 50}
obstacleAvoidance {150, 200}
trajectoryFollowing {50, 20}
localization {250, 100}
roverDriver {666.67, 1250}

TABLE I
NavigationSystem SERVICE DEMANDS.

F. Step 6: analysis results

In our experimentation, the QN model is evaluated through

simulation performed with the JMT tool [23] that carries out

an automatic stop of the simulation when all the required

performance metrics are estimated with a certain accuracy.

In particular, we used the default values for the Confidence

Interval Size and for the Max Relative Error that are 0.99
and 0.01, respectively, but these values can be modified if

more/less accurate results are required.

Table II reports the performance analysis results we obtained

while varying the robot’s navigation functionality and analyz-

ing some of the system variants coming from the selection of

features due to runtime variabilities. The table is organized as

follows: (i) first column reports system variants (named as Vx);

(ii) middle columns report the features (classified as software

and hardware with an obvious meaning) of the variability

model shown in Figure 3, and we additionally distinguish the

ones that can be dynamically reconfigured by reporting the

D symbol; (iii) last column reports the system response time

expressed in seconds. Entries of the table are marked as x to

indicate the selected features belonging to a certain system

variant. For example, the first row of Table II indicates that

V ariant1 represents a robot that is equipped with a dynamic

window approach (DWA) for obstacle avoidance, and has

a trajectory following differential drive (DD); it also has a

geometric map (GM) localization and the appearance-based

obstacle detection algorithms; the rover is Youbot (YO) and

it is equipped with Hokuyo laser (HL) sensors. This system

variant is simulated with the JMT tool and we found that is

able to accomplish all its functionalities in 2.17 seconds. At
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Fig. 3. Variability model of the navigation functionality

Fig. 4. Queueing Network model for the Robot Navigation System.

deployment time, these QoS model-based analysis results sup-

port the robot that can perform a QoS-aware reconfiguration.

In Table II we highlighted two system variants with the

lowest response time, i.e., V ariant3 and V ariant10. Note

that these two variants differ each other for the selection of

the obstacle avoidance algorithm: (i) V ariant3 includes the

dynamic window approach (DWA), whereas (ii) V ariant10
embeds the smooth nearness-diagram (SND) algorithm. From

this we can deduce that the selection of all other features

results to be optimal for the system under analysis. Hence,

if at runtime there is a change in the obstacle avoidance

algorithm, we can conclude that such change does not affect

the performance of the navigation system. Hence, the QoS

evaluation is helpful to determine as viable the reconfiguration

of the robot obstacle avoidance algorithm at runtime. In

fact the robot becomes aware that its modification does not

degrade the system performance, and consequently it does not

compromise the navigation safety.

In Table II we also highlighted the two system variants with

the highest response time, i.e., V ariant5 and V ariant12, and

we can notice that such variants have in common the Pioneer

2DX feature (PI). In this case the QoS evaluation highlights

a hardware limitation and results to point out as critical the

Pioneer 2DX feature (PI), in fact its usage largely degrades

the system performance.

For our case study, the task urgent delivery described at Step

2 (see Section IV-B), the system configuration corresponds

to V ariant3 of Table II, i.e., the selection of the DWA
algorithm for fast obstacle avoidance and the VM method for

robot localization in structured environments. The task regular
delivery is instead represented by the system configuration

V ariant14 of Table II, i.e. the selection of the SND algorithm

for obstacle avoidance in dynamic environments and the GM
method for map-based localization. It is worth to notice that

for both tasks the response time is used to properly configure

the maximum robot speed in order to guarantee the safe

navigation QoS requirement, as discussed in the next section.

G. Step 7: system configuration

As stated above, at runtime, changes in the operational

context lead to the hardware and software reconfiguration

of the robotic system. This means that some sensors are

activated or deactivated and that the algorithms implementing

some functionality are switched between available variants.

For example, the context change scarce illumination, described

at Step 2 (see Section IV-B), triggers a reconfiguration from

V ariant3 to V ariant4, which corresponds to the activation of

the laser sensor since the video camera does not work properly

with scarce illumination. In this case, there is an increase in

the system response time and a consequent decrease of the

rover speed.

Similarly, the context change empty wards, described at
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Software Hardware
Obstacle Trajectory Obstacle
Avoidance Following Localization Detection Rover Sensors RT
DWA SND DD OD GM VM AB DB YO PI HL KDS BSC

D D - - D D D D - - - D D
V1 x x x x x x 2.17
V2 x x x x x x 2.15
V3 x x x x x x 1.96
V4 x x x x x x 2.16
V5 x x x x x x 3.91
V6 x x x x x x 2.15
V7 x x x x x x 2.16
V8 x x x x x x 2.19
V9 x x x x x x 2.18
V10 x x x x x x 1.98
V11 x x x x x x 2.18
V12 x x x x x x 3.89
V13 x x x x x x 2.17
V14 x x x x x x 2.16

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM VARIANTS.

Step 2 (see Section IV-B), triggers a reconfiguration from

V ariant14 to V ariant6, which corresponds to the selection of

the DWA algorithm for fast localization. In this case, there is a

small reduction of the system response time and a consequent

increase of the rover speed.

It is worth to remark that if there are no variants able to

fulfill the QoS requirements, then it is necessary to put in

place further changes to the initial system design. This is

very complex since it includes the addition, modification and

deletion of features and many alternatives may be available.

The initial QoS evaluation may support this process whether

some features emerged as beneficial or critical ones, e.g., in

our case study we found that the VM localization (showed by

V ariant3 and V ariant10, see Table II) brings the system to

good performance, so the refactoring might be more efficient if

focusing on the GM localization. However, all the changes in

features need to be reflected in QoS models and re-evaluated

again to get new quality results. Furthermore, the process of

refactoring can not be fully automated since some decisions

may not be machine-processable due to different reasons, such

as legacy constraints or inner relationships among features.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

The control system depicted in Figure 2 has been imple-

mented as a component-based system [30] using the ROS

framework.

Figure 5 illustrates the architecture of the reconfiguration

system. It depicts the models (boxes with dashed lines) and the

tools (boxes with continuous lines) used by the reconfiguration

system. The various models are related each other by means

of Model-to-Model Transformations.

The Reconfiguration Engine makes use of the UML

MARTE Component Model of a properly configured system

and exploits the ROS mechanisms to reconfigure the nodes of

the robotic control system. More specifically, we exploits the

dynamic reconfigure functionality of ROS to change a prede-

fined subset of the parameters of each node in conjunction

with the mechanisms for remapping topic names and with the

Fig. 5. The architecture of the reconfiguration system. Boxes with dashed
lines represent models, boxes with continuous line represent tools, boxes with
dashed backgroud are not yet implemented.

pluginlib mechanism for dynamically loading plugins using

the ROS build infrastructure at runtime.

The Monitoring Engine monitors the robot operational

environment using data from the robot sensors and notifies

the Adaptation Manager of context changes according to the

model representing the operational context.

The Adaptation Manager explores the configuration alterna-

tives represented in the Feature Model of Figure 3 in order to

identify a suitable configuration for each operational context.

It evaluates the system variants by means of the QoS analysis

results (i.e., Table II), creates an instance of the architectural

model corresponding to the selected configuration (i.e., a

customised version of the UML MARTE diagrams of Figure

2 where the variation points are bound to specific variants),

and triggers the Reconfiguration Engine. The relationship

between Feature Model and UML MARTE Component Model

is implemented as a Model-to-Model transformation. This is

possible because the availability of the metamodel of both

UML MARTE and the Feature Model.

At present, the implementation does not include the Mon-
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itoring Engine. Thus, the experiments described in Section

IV-G have been conducted by simulating context changes, i.e.,

by manually triggering runtime reconfiguration events, such as

changes in the environment illumination or in the nature of the

obstacles (i.e., static or dynamic).

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper demonstrates the usefulness of applying a model-

based development process to quantify the dependability of au-

tonomous software systems. Our approach allows autonomous

systems to reason about their QoS characteristics and to

reconfigure its own control architecture in order to maintain

adequate levels of QoS. To this end, QoS annotations have

been explicitly introduced in the design and variability models

of the system under analysis, and translated into quality

models. A case study from the robotic domain is exploited

to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed method:

performance annotations are added into UML MARTE and

variability models and translated into queueing network mod-

els. Experimental results assess the validity of the proposed

model-based approach.

As future work we plan to explore how to extend our

approach with formal guarantees for model consistency both

in the case of system evolution (e.g., when new features are

added due to the introduction of new requirements) and in the

case of model refinement (e.g., when a software component

is substituted with a set of interacting ones). Besides this, our

approach currently enables only the performance evaluation

of robotic systems. We plan to extend it to other quality

models to consider also reliability, safety, etc., thus to support

trade-off decisions between multiple dependability indicators.

Finally, we intend to further assess the usefulness of our

method by applying it to other complex situations arising in

industrial contexts, thus to further investigate its effectiveness

in heterogeneous settings.
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